
Sacred Temple Healing Arts
Planning to attend an Event, Weekend or an In-Person session?

Review these COVID-19 Guest Guidelines

Sacred Temple Healing Arts respectfully requires:

Ahead of your Weekend

● We require all future attendees to self monitor their health and health of those they are in
close proximity with.

● We respectfully request adherence to use of a mask during all public outings- a minimum
of two weeks ahead of ceremony.

● We request attention to your health. If fever, sore throat, cough or any other symptoms
present we require a negative result COVID-19 test. This is to ensure the health and well
being of others.

You may not attend if

● you are awaiting COVID-19 test results and results remain unknown at the start of your
Ceremony;

● you have knowingly been exposed to, or lived with, someone who has had COVID-19
during the 14 days prior to your Ceremony, or

● you have traveled internationally within 14 days prior to your Ceremony or session at
Sacred Temple Healing Arts .

A credit to join us at a future Event/Ceremony/Session will be issued, valid for 12 mos. Please
refer to the Cancellation Policy below.

How We’re Protecting You

1. We are enforcing these Guidelines.
2. 24- 72 hours ahead of your arrival we will reach out to confirm you have not had known

exposure with a COVID positive person; have not traveled internationally within the past
two weeks; are feeling otherwise healthy and well.

3. Upon arrival, every guest will be asked to sanitize hands and receive a courtesy
temperature check. Those with a temperature above 100F will be asked to leave.
(Unused portions of a Ceremony/Session will be credited for future use.)

4. Common areas are cleaned throughout the day and immediately after group use.

How You Can Protect Yourself

1. Self-monitor your health. Stay home, or go home, if you don’t feel well. Any unused
portions of your Ceremony or session due to unwellness will be happily rescheduled.

2. Remain on property after you’ve arrived until the end of your Ceremony/Session.
3. Wear a mask while outside of your home.
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4. Wash hands frequently and maintain good hygiene.
5. Provide accurate contact information so we may reach you should we learn of any guest

who may have increased your exposure.

How You Can Protect Others

In addition to the above,

1. Step back if someone approaches you too closely.
2. Pause and let another pass in the hallway.
3. Allow us to check your temperature upon arrival and each day that you are a guest.

Doing so can help identify a first symptom that risks everyone’s safety.

Cancellation Policy

Standard

● We are not able to refund you as preparations have already been made. With more than
two weeks notice we will adjust dates or give credit for a future or different service. You
can also consider gifting your experience to another person. Note: Each person must
submit a completed questionnaire and receive approval. Thank you for your
understanding and cooperation.

Unwellness: Notice of less than two weeks

● Change dates with no penalty
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